
 

 

18th November 2020 
GE/CLD 

 

 

Update regarding recent COVID 19 cases 

 

 

Dear Parent/Carer 

 

Through messages into school and posts on social media I am aware of the concerns in our community 

regarding our recent COVID 19 positive cases.  Whilst I cannot share the specific details of each incident I 

hope the information in this letter will help you and your families. 

 

Student and staff safety is at the forefront of all decisions.  Before school re-opened in September we 

undertook considerable work to ensure the school environment could be as safe as possible.  The school 

spent considerable time and money arranging the new school day and providing new catering units, 

employing additional cleaners, providing cleaning boxes in every area and hand sanitiser in each classroom. 

For information these additional expenses have not been funded and are paid for directly out of our 

existing school budgets.  Furthermore we re-wrote the school timetable to reduce movement and limit the 

number of lessons and student interactions per day.  

 

However, despite our plans and efforts with the significant increase in testing and the rise in cases 

nationally and locally, Park School has seen a small number of our students test positive.  Currently we 

have 5 students that are self isolating due to a positive test, no adults are self isolating due to a positive 

COVID test.  This number equates to 0.3% of our school community.  

 

From our information the recent cases can be tracked to external activities where, pre lockdown, families 

had attended an event or gathering. There is no evidence of in school transmission.  The school is proactive 

in managing cases speaking directly with the Tarka Learning Partnership, the Department for Education and 

Public Health England, we also inform the Local Authority. 

 

The school then follows key health guidance in determining the next steps. To support the well being and 

safety of our community we take an over cautious approach when asking students to self isolate.  We 

 



 

speak to students to help identify close contacts, check seating plans and speak to staff before making a 

decision as to which students to self isolate.  During this process we consider a range of factors including 

the classroom layout, position in the classroom, time spent in the room, activities undertaken, break, 

lunch, before and after school arrangements.  This takes considerable time to manage before we then start 

to inform students, staff and parents.  As stated we currently have no evidence to suggest that cases have 

been passed between students in school and none of the students that may have been in close contact or 

asked to self isolate have developed symptoms leading to a positive test. 

 

After every case we assess the classrooms and areas used, if needed we then ‘fog’ the room with our 

electrostatic cleaning machine to ensure that every surface and object in the room has been deep cleaned. 

This is over and above our enhanced ongoing daily cleaning routines of all rooms, desks, handles and 

contact points.  

 

Please be assured the staff and school are doing all we can in these difficult and challenging circumstances. 

Student, staff and community safety remains our main priority whilst continuing to provide education for 

all our students.  

 

At the time of writing we have a number of students who are working from home.  Staff are offering an 

online curriculum to match the classroom learning at the same time as continuing to teach students in 

school.  We thank you for your patience and understanding whilst setting online work as this creates 

additional work for our already busy staff.  For a variety of reasons we have a few teachers working from 

home, delivering ‘live lessons’ from their kitchen/lounge etc again to ensure continuity of education.  

 

As mentioned in several letters please DO NOT send your child into school if anyone in your household or 

support bubble are showing any COVID 19 symptoms.  Please communicate this information promptly with 

the school.  The most common symptoms are recent onset of: 

● a new continuous cough 

● a high temperature 

● a loss of, or change in, your normal sense of taste or smell (anosmia) 

 

All students must attend school with an appropriate face covering which must be worn at all times when 

students are moving to and from their year pod areas.  Please talk to your son/daughter about the need to 

socially distance where they can, wear a face covering on public transport, regularly wash hands, use 

sanitiser and remain in their year pod areas when not in lessons. 

 

Your support is important to the success of our school operations; we all need to play our part in 

supporting and protecting each other.  

 

 

 

 



 

I hope the information in this letter provides greater context and clarity regarding the recent cases in 

school and what we can all do to support our school and community. 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Gareth Roscoe 

Headteacher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


